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Depending on the environmental conditions bacterial colonies growing on agar surfaces can exhibitcomplex
colony formationand various types ofcollective motion. Experimental results are presented concerning the
hydrodynamics~vortices, migration of bacteria in clusters! and colony formation of a morphotype ofBacillus
subtilis. Some of these features are not specific to this morphotype but also have been observed in several other
bacterial strains, suggesting the presence of universal effects. A simple model of self-propelled particles is
proposed, which is capable of describing the hydrodynamics on the intermediate level, including the experi-
mentally observed rotating disks of bacteria. The colony formation is captured by a complex generic model
taking into account nutrient diffusion, reproduction, and sporulation of bacteria, extracellular slime deposition,
chemoregulation, and inhomogeneous population. Our model also sheds light on some possible biological
benefits of this ‘‘multicellular behavior.’’@S1063-651X~96!04408-X#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 87.22.2q, 05.601w

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently great efforts have been devoted to the under-
standing of biological regulation pathways in various organ-
isms, and in many cases the corresponding mechanisms have
been identified at the molecular level. However, facing a
complex network of regulation systems on the intermediate
scale of the interactions among groups of cells, we usually
lack powerful biological experimental methods. The study of
bacterial coloniescan yield interesting insight into the inter-
actions in such self-organized structures, since these colonies
represent perhaps thesimplestbiological systems showing
collective behavior@1–6#. In this case we can hope that the
interactions are still simple enough to be captured by math-
ematical models and exploring the collective behavior needs
feasible computational power. Indeed, the study of bacterial
colonies and mathematical models incorporating the corre-
sponding physical knowledge and biological data@7–16# has
revealed the importance of various effects, such as diffu-
sional instabilities~see, e.g., Ref.@17,18#! in the control of
colony formation.

In this paper we focus on a fascinating phenomenon in-
cluding the development ofcomplex patternsand various
types ofcollective motionin bacterial colonies. In particular,
several observations have been made on the rotation of disk
shaped aggregates, migration of groups of bacteria, or their
peculiar motion along ring shaped trajectories. Although
such types of motion have commonly been associated with
Bacillus circulans, similar phenomena have been seen in
colonies ofArchangium violanceum, Chondromyces apicula-
tus, Clostridium tetani@19#, and recently in our experiments
with a morphotype@20# of Bacillus subtilis. Such collective
rotation of many bacteria has represented a long standing
question without any explanation so far. Here we propose a
solution to this puzzle using models based on the assumption
that the motion of bacteria is determined by a few relevant
effects.

Understanding this self-organized motion of micro-

organisms provides an important clue into the mechanisms
of their communication and survival strategies. We believe
that the experimentally observed behavior is a response to
the hostile environment such as diffusion limited growth
conditions and/or hard agar substrate. In general, as growth
conditions worsen, a more complex global structure is ob-
served together with a higher microlevel organization. Effi-
cient adaptation requires self-organization on all levels. To
achieve this, bacteria developed sophisticated communica-
tion channels on all levels: from direct~by contact!
bacterium-bacterium physical interaction, through indirect
~long-range! chemical signaling, to genetic communication
via exchange of genetic material.

As the phenomena studied are extremely rich, we cannot
expect to understand them by building as simple algorithmic
models as diffusion-limited aggregation@21# or the Eden
model@22#. However, we can studyminimal modelswith the
smallest possible number of interactions and parameters to
mimic the experimental behavior forvarious external condi-
tions @14,15,23#. Exploring the parameter space one can test
whether the proposed interactions are sufficient to describe
the observed phenomena. This approach is an application of
the methods common in statistical physics@24–26# to bio-
logical systems consisting of many, relatively simple units
exhibiting collective behavior.

The paper is organized as follows: A summary of our
experimental results is presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III we
introduce a model of self-propelled particles explaining the
observed ‘‘exotic’’ hydrodynamics to some extent on the
mesoscopic~intermediate! scale. In Sec. IV this model will
be refined to a biologically more plausible model including
chemotaxis signaling. In Sec. V our model is further ex-
panded to describe colony formation on the macroscopic
level.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Bacterial colonies grown under favorable~standard!
growth conditions usually do not exhibit a high level of or-
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ganization. However, recent experimental results indicate
that under certain hostile environmental conditions~e.g.,
when the available amount of nutrients is limited by diffu-
sion, or the hard agar surface inhibits the motion of bacteria!
the colony may behave as a ‘‘multicellular organism’’@2#:
cell differentiation appears, andlong-range information
transmissionoccurs via diffusing chemicals.

In our experiments we investigated a morphotype~named
vortex! derived from the strainBacillus subtilis 168@9#. The
colonies were grown in standard (88 mm! plastic Petri
dishes, on hard agar substrates containing peptone~Bacto-
Peptone; Difco! as nutrient source. Thus, the concentration
of agar and peptone played the role of control parameters.
The colonies were incubated in a closed incubator at a tem-
perature of 3561.5 °C and 30% humidity. Growth was
started with a 5m l droplet ~containing about 105 bacteria!
inoculation placed at the center of the Petri dishes. Micro-
scopic observations were performed using a bright field op-
tical microscope~Olympus BH2-UMA! with ultralong range
objectives allowing a total magnification of 5003. As no
immersion liquid was needed, these long working distance
objectives enabled us to observe the undisturbed motion of
the micro-organismson the agar surface. For more details of
the experiments see, e.g., Refs.@9# and @14#.

In Fig. 1 an example of the colonies formed by theVortex
morphotype is shown. The colonies spread via leading drop-
lets ~the darker dots!, leaving a clearly observable trail filled
with bacteria behind. Each droplet consists of many bacteria
rotating around a common center~hence the name vortex! at
typical velocities of 10mm/s. Depending on the growth con-
ditions and the location inside of the colony, the number of
bacteria in a single vortex can vary from a couple of hundred
to many thousand, and the vortex can consist of both single
and multiple layers of bacteria. Usually, the ‘‘pioneering’’
droplets are larger, while the smaller ones fill the empty ar-
eas left behind by the advancing front. Within a single
colony, both clockwise and anticlockwise rotating vortices
can be observed.

These patterns are formed onrich ('5 g/l peptone! and
hard ('20 g/l agar! media, where the colony formation of
the other morphotypes@9,13,14# is strongly hindered as the
individual bacteria can hardly move. In our case the motion
is performed in a collective manner: bacteria form groups
and the motion of individual cells shows a very high level of

correlation. A typical flow field of a leading vortex@Fig.
2~a!# is shown in Fig. 2~b!, which has been obtained by digi-
tizing the video micrograph recordings and numerically ana-
lyzing the data~see Appendix A for details!.

The above, and numerous other similar observations, in-
dicate the presence of such unusual flow patterns even in
relatively simple biological systems. As we show in the next
section, this is due to the fact that unlike most abiotic ob-
jects, living organisms areself-propelled: they can transform
energy gained from food into mechanical energy, which al-
lows them to change their position.

III. SELF-PROPELLED PARTICLES

The motion of bacteria is determined by various effects
such as the driving force of their flagella, the viscosity of the
surrounding fluid~extracellular slime!, and the elastic and
chemical properties of the cell-cell contact. Many of these
local interactions can be incorporated into aphenomenologi-
cal model, where bacteria are represented as moving and
interacting particles.

A. Description of the model

In the simplest model of collective bacterial movement,
each particle’s velocity is set to a fixed magnitudev, result-

FIG. 1. A typical colony formed by thevortex morphotype.
Each branch is formed by a rotating droplet of many bacteria mov-
ing together in a correlated manner at the tips of the branches.

FIG. 2. Bright field micrograph of a single rotating droplet with
a magnification of 5003 ~a! and the corresponding velocity field
obtained by digitizing our video recordings~b!.
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ing from the driving force of the flagellar motor of the bac-
teria. The interaction changes only the direction of motion:
the particles tend to align their orientation to the local aver-
age velocity@27#. This effect can be originated~at least in
part! from geometrical constraints: steric repulsion between
rodlike particles, similar to the interactions in nematic liquid
crystals, see, e.g., Ref.@28#.

Thus, let us consider a system of particles moving on the
plane with an~average! density %̄. Each particle is charac-
terized by its locationxW i(t) and orientationq i(t) indicating
the direction of motion:q i(t)5F@vW i(t)#, where the function
F(rW) gives the angle between the argument vector and a
selected direction~e.g.,x coordinate axis!. The time evolu-
tion of the orientation is given by the following equation
describing thecoalignment interactionof the i th particle:

dq i

dt
5
1

t
@^q~ t !& i ,e2q i~ t !#1z, ~1!

where z represents an uncorrelated noise~e.g., accounting
for the Brownian character of the motion of the bacteria! and
^q(t)& i ,e denotes the average direction of motion of the par-
ticles in the neighborhood~within a radiuse) of the i th par-
ticle as

^q~ t !& i ,e5FS (
j

uxW j2xW i u<e

vW j~ t !D . ~2!

The relaxation timet in Eq. ~1! is related to the bacterial
length to width ratio: for longer bacteria the interaction is
more pronounced.

In this system the total momentum is not conserved, as
can be demonstrated by the interaction of two particles,
where the total momentum is increasing as they tend to move
along parallel trajectories. Thus, the flow field emerging in
the model~and also in bacterial colonies! can considerably
differ from the usual behavior of fluids.

To explore this behavior, we performed Monte Carlo
simulations. Instead of Eq.~1! a simpler, time-discretized
expression was used that was valid if the rotational relax-
ation process is fast compared to the change of the locations
(t!v21/A%̄):

q i~ t1Dt !5^q~ t !& i ,e1z, ~3!

where the noisez is a random variable with uniform distri-
bution in the interval@2h/2,h/2#. The positions of the par-
ticles were updated using Eulerian discretization,

xW i~ t1Dt !5xW i~ t !1vW i~ t !Dt. ~4!

The simulations were performed in a square of sizeL3L
and a periodic boundary condition was applied. As the initial
condition the position and the direction of motion of the
particles were distributed randomly.

B. Collective migration

In the various simulations@27,29# two control parameters
(h and %̄) were changed, whilev was kept constant in the
v!e/Dt regime. For smallh and high density anordered

phaseemerges@Fig. 3~a!#: all particles move in the same
direction over length scales much longer than the range of
the interaction (e).

At low density and small noise amplitude several clusters
are formed@Fig. 3~b!#. Such a cluster is held together due to
the parallel velocities of the particles in the group. The col-
lision of the clusters usually creates a larger cluster, which
later breaks into parts due to the inherent weak randomness
of the velocities.

Increasing the amplitude of the noise for a fixed density,
at a critical value ofh the net flow disappears following a
transition that is reminiscent ofsecond-order phase transi-
tions in equilibrium physical systems@30,31# ~Fig. 4!. Thus
our model is a transport related, nonequilibrium analog of
the ferromagnetic type of model: The Hamiltonian tending to

FIG. 3. The velocities of the self-propelled particles are dis-
played for various values of density and noise. Theactual velocity
of a particle is indicated by a small arrow, while its trajectory for
the last 20 time steps is shown by a short continuous curve. The
number of particles wasN5300 in each case and the velocityv
was set to equal to 0.04. For comparison, the range of the interac-
tion (e51) is displayed as a bar. At high densities and small noise
(L55 andh50.1) the motion becomes ordered~a!. For small den-
sities and noise (L525 andh50.1) the particles tend to form
groups moving coherently in random directions~b!.
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align the spins in the same direction in the case of equilib-
rium ferromagnets is replaced by the rule of aligning the
direction of motion of the particles. The~normalized! mag-
nitude of the total momentum of the system can be consid-
ered as anorder parameterand the critical noisehc as an
analog of thecritical temperature. For more details about
this transition see Ref.@27#.

C. Hard-core repulsion

To gain additional insight into the properties of the model,
we carried out the numerical simulations of a slightly modi-
fied system: The boundary conditions were changed to
reflective circular walls, and to avoid singular behavior at
the boundaries~aggregation of particles in a narrow zone!, a
short range ‘‘hard-core’’ repulsionwas also incorporated
into the model. If the distance between the bacteria is smaller
thane* ~the size of a single bacterium!, they repel each other

and the direction of their motion will be given by the follow-
ing expression instead of Eq.~3!:

q i~ t1Dt !5FS 2 (
jÞ i

uxW j2xW i u,e*

N„xW j~ t !2xW i~ t !…D , ~5!

whereN(uW ) denotesuW /uuW u; see Fig. 5.
In agreement with the results of very recent molecular

dynamical simulations of related self-propelled systems
@25,26#, in the high density, low noise regime correlated ro-
tation can be observed~Fig. 6!. The direction of the rotation
is selected by spontaneous symmetry breaking, thus both
clockwise and anticlockwise spinning ‘‘vortices’’ emerge.

As this example shows, appropriate boundary conditions
can lead to spontaneous rotation in a system of locally inter-
acting self-propelled particles. However, in bacterial colonies
numerous vortices can be observed far from the boundary of
the colony, thus the confinement of the bacteria~which was
an externally posed boundary in the above example! must be
the result of some interaction of the organisms. To incorpo-

FIG. 4. ~a! The total momentum of the systemp̄ versus the
noiseh in systems of various sizes with a fixed densityr. The
symbols denote the following.h : N540, L53.1; 1 : N5100,
L55; 3 : N5400, L510; n : N54000, L531.6. L :
N510 000, L550. ~b! Dependence ofp̄ on the reduced noise
@h2hc(L)#/hc(L) on a double logarithmic plot. The slope of the
line fitted to the data indicates critical scaling behavior.

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of the model with both hard-core
interaction and ferromagneticlike coupling of the velocities. The
figure shows the position and velocity~arrows! of the particles at
time t ~a!, t1Dt ~b!, and t12Dt ~c!. The range of the hard-core
repulsion (e* ) is represented as a filled circle. The dashed circle in
~a! indicates the range of velocity coupling (e) for particleD. In the
collision at timet1Dt A, B, andC particles repel each other, while
the new velocity of particleD was determined by the average di-
rection of motion ofB, C, andD. At time t12Dt no collision
occurs, each particle is moving approximately with the local aver-
age velocity.

FIG. 6. Stationary state of the model represented in Fig. 5. The
boundary conditions are reflective walls (R510, e*50.1, e51,
h50.1).
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rate such an interaction into the model, first we refine this
simple model of collective bacterial motion.

IV. VORTEX FORMATION

Although locally the bacteria move with a uniform veloc-
ity, on a larger scale one can clearly observe groups moving
with various velocities. The velocity field measurements of a
rotating vortex also show that the simple representation of
the bacteria as particles with a fixed velocity must be refined.

We replace our former assumption of constant velocity
with an assumption of constant~resultant! propulsion force
F being parallel to the actual velocity. Now the magnitude of
the velocity is determined via the balance of this driving
force on one hand and friction with the substrate and a drag
force produced by the mean velocity of the surrounding bac-
teria on the other hand. Moreover, the interaction among
bacteria still includes a hard-core force, which is assumed to
be proportional to2¹%, where% denotes the local density
~number of particles in a unit area!. In large ~multilayer!
vortices this expression can be originated from the hydrody-
namic term¹p assuming that the mechanical pressure is
proportional to the number of layers, hence to the density. In
small ~single-layer! vortices this term may be considered as
an approximation for the hard-core interaction. Combining
these terms we obtain the following equation of motion for
the i th particle:

dvW i
dt

5m@^vW & i ,e2vW i #2nvW i1F
vW i
v i

2k¹W %1zW . ~6!

The m, n, andk coefficients are parameters of the model,
which characterize the various types of bacteria. In principle
m, n, andF depend also on the local amount of extracellular
slime deposited.

What is needed to turn a collective migration into spon-
taneously formed vortices? In Sec. III we showed that geo-
metrical constraints of circular reflecting boundaries lead to a
circular collective movement. This result suggests that a ra-
dial inward force can lead to vortex formation. Motivated by
the demonstrated role of chemoattractants in other colonies
@4,6,14,32# and our expectation about universality@32#, we
propose that an emission of a kind of chemoattractant can
provide the needed effect.

A. Collective ‘‘chemotaxis’’

Usually chemotaxis@33# means that the motion of the
organisms is influenced by chemical fields, e.g., bacteria in a
liquid culture perform a biased random walk towards the
nutrients@34#. In this paper we use the words ‘‘chemotaxis’’
and ‘‘chemoattractant’’ in a broad sense, the particular re-
sponse we consider can result from ‘‘passive’’ physical
forces, such as surface tension or the changing efficiency of
the flagellar motors as a function of the amount and quality
of the extracellular slime deposited. In contrast, in the usual
~active! chemotactic response specific biochemical
machinery—membrane receptors and intracellular regulatory
pathways—are involved.

Since collectively migrating bacteria do not tumble on the
agar surface, they clearly had to develop a different mecha-
nism of chemotactic response. Here we propose that in this

case the chemotaxis is a response of a group of bacteria
~often called raft or cohorse@1#!: We assume that the indi-
vidual bacteria slightly change the propulsion force of their
flagella depending on the local concentration of the attrac-
tant, which results in a torque acting on the group. This
effect creates a local vorticity in the following manner, if we
assume for simplicity that the total driving force~hence the
magnitude of the velocity! of the group does not change.

Let us consider a raft~group of bacteria! moving in a
concentration fieldcA . Supposing that the raft is held to-
gether by intercellular bonds, we treat it as a rigid body of
size d. In a linear approximation the velocity difference at
the opposite sides of the raft is proportional to the compo-
nent of¹cA being orthogonal to the velocity:

Dv;
d

v
uvW 3¹W cAu. ~7!

The change in the direction of the velocity (Dq) during an
infinitesimal time intervalDt can be expressed asDv/d, thus
the term describing attractive chemotactic response in the
equation of motion can be written in the form of

dvW

dt
;2

1

v
vW 3~vW 3¹W cA!. ~8!

To indicate the special nature of this chemotactic response
we denote it asrotor chemotaxisin the following. Including
this chemotaxis term~using the ‘‘sensitivity’’ coefficient
xA) to the full equation of motion yields

dvW i
dt

5m@^vW & i ,e2vW i #2nvW i1F
vW i
v i

2k¹W %

2
xA

v i
vW i3~vW i3¹W cA!1zW . ~9!

The time evolution of the chemoattractant field is de-
scribed by the following equation if we neglect the convec-
tive transport caused by the motion of bacteria:

]cA
]t

5DA¹2cA1GA%2lAcA . ~10!

The first and the third terms represent the diffusion and the
constant rate (lA) decay, respectively, while the second
~source! term assumes that all bacteria are under stress con-
ditions and continuously produce the chemoattractant with a
rate ofGA . This is a useful assumption if we investigate the
formation of a single vortex, but must be refined when we
also intend to describe the colony morphogenesis.

B. Numerical results

The simulation of the above model was carried out
through the numerical integration of Eqs.~9! and ~10!. To
discretize the fieldscA and% a triangular latticewas defined
with lattice vectorseW1 ,eW2 , . . . ,eW6 (ueW i u5a, see Fig. 7!. %
was calculated as the number of particles in the lattice cells.
The differential operators were calculated as
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]xc~rW !'
c~rW1eW1!2c~rW1eW4!

2a
, ~11!

]yc~rW !'
c~rW1eW1!1c~rW1eW2!2c~rW1eW5!2c~rW1eW6!

2A3a
,

~12!

¹2c~rW !'
2

3

( i51
6 c~rW1eW i !26c~rW !

a2
. ~13!

The particles moved off lattice, but for computational effi-
ciency thê vW & i ,e local average velocity was approximated by
averaging over all particles in the lattice cell containing the
i th particle, and also over the particles occupying the neigh-
boring cells. This is consistent with the choice ofe'3a/2.
Particles could move in an area bounded by reflective bound-
aries. However, in contrast with the simulations described in
Sec. III, here we obtained vortex formation on asmaller
scale than the system size, thus in this case the boundaries
had negligible effects. Again, as an initial condition we ap-
plied cA50 and random configuration of the particles.

Thepositive feedbackof the attractive chemotaxis breaks
the originally homogeneous spatial distribution of the par-
ticles and creates dense aggregates: If a fluctuation increases
the density locally, then the emission of chemoattractants
~being proportional to%) is also increased, and this in-
creased¹W cA attracts even more particles to the aggregate. As
a consequence of thecoalignmentterm, rotation develops in
a spontaneously selected direction. In such an aggregate the
difference of the¹W % term and the attractive force of chemo-
taxis provides the appropriate centripetal acceleration. Typi-

cal vortices formed in our model are shown in Fig. 8, being
in good agreement with experimental observations~Fig. 2!.
For different parameter values the model yields rotating
rings reported also in experiments~Fig. 9!. The qualitative
results discussed here turned out to be robust against chang-
ing the form of Eq.~9! until a cohesive force with coalign-
ment interaction is represented.

V. COLONY FORMATION

The model introduced in the previous section is able to
describe and explain many experimentally observed features
on the intermediate scale, such as collective migration of
groups, and formation of rotating dense aggregates in which
the direction of the spinning was selected by spontaneous
symmetry breaking. However, that model is far from being
complete, since it cannot describe colony formation on the
macroscopic level, which is certainly a needed step in under-
standing the possible~evolutionary! benefits of this behavior.
To expand the model to describe colony morphogenesis, fur-
ther details must be considered: extracellular slime influenc-
ing the motion of the organisms, and nutrient diffusion and
consumption determining the growth rate of the colony and
additional chemical regulation of the movement of the indi-
vidual vortices.

A. Extracellular fluid

According to microscopic observations, there is a well
definedboundaryof the colony dividing the substrate into
parts where bacteria can and cannot move. In order to mi-
grate on a solid agar surface bacteria have to ‘‘wet’’ the
surface either by drawing water from the substrate or by
producing some extracellular slime. This assumption is sup-

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the chemoregulated model. The
diffusing chemoattractant is calculated in the grid points of a trian-
gular lattice ~open circles!. The lattice vectors are denoted by

eW1 ,eW2 , . . . ,eW6. The particles~filled circles! move off lattice, and are
reflected at the boundary~thick line!. To calculate the average flow

^vW & i ,e for the particle in lattice cellA, we average over all particle in
the cellsA–G.

FIG. 8. A typical result of the chemoregulated model for vortex
formation. The positive feedback of the chemoattractant breaks the
originally homogeneous density and aggregates with high density
are created. The flow field is represented by arrows of a magnitude
proportional with the local velocity. The inset shows the concentra-
tion distribution of the chemoattractant (m50.1, n50.1, F50.3,
k50.1,xA50.2,h50.2,DA50.1,lA50.01).
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ported by many reports on swarmer strains such asProteus
@35,36# and also by our microscopic observations@14#: the
boundary of the colony propagates as bacteria deposit lubri-
cation fluid at ‘‘unoccupied’’ positions.

We will assume in the model that particles can move only
at sites where the deposited amount of extracellular slime
@denoted byw(rW)# is larger than a threshold valueW: if they
encounter a drop ofw to w(r 8W ),W during the step to the
lattice cellr 8W , they will be reflected from the boundary sepa-
rating the two cells. To ensure the displacement of the
boundary we assume that with each attempt to move into an
unoccupied site, the particles deposit the amount of fluid
they carried (si) to the outer side of the boundary into the
unoccupied lattice cell. More precisely, bacteria deposit fluid
if the surface is dry:w(rW8),W8, where the thresholdW8 is
larger thanW. The detailed equations~including production
and decay! are presented in Appendix B.

B. Nutrient consumption

So far, the investigated hydrodynamical phenomena were
fast compared to the multiplication of bacteria. When study-
ing the colony formation, however, we cannot ignore nutri-
ent consumption, multiplication, and sporulation. To de-
scribe these effects, we adopt the model introduced in Ref.
@14# with slight modifications of the equations. We denote by
c(rW) the concentration of thegrowth limiting nutrientin the
medium, and byEi the metabolic state~‘‘ internal energy’’ !

of the particles. We considerEi as a generic parameter of the
cell-cycle ~referring approximately to the cell volume in the
case of real bacteria!, which affects the activity of the par-
ticles as described below.

The particles lose ‘‘energy’’~e.g., due to dissipative
metabolic processes! at a constant ratee. To increaseEi the
model bacteria consume nutrients at a rate proportional to the
available concentration and independent of the number of
bacteria in the surroundings. This approximation is valid for
small nutrient concentrations and bacterium density.

When there is not enough food for an interval of time
causingEi to drop to zero, the bacteria become stationary
~e.g., sporulate!. At this stage of the model sporulation is
irreversible: there is no recovery of activity if the nutrient
concentration is increased. As the spores do not move, they
are characterized by their density~number of spores in a
lattice cell! %s only.

When nutrients are available in a sufficient amount,Ei
increases and when it reaches some thresholdE* , the model
particledivides into two. During the division process a given
amount of energy (e* ) is dissipated and the remaining en-
ergy is shared equally among the two offspring. Thus the
time evolution ofEi is given by

dEi
dt

5r cc~xW i !2e2
E*1e*

2
d~Ei2E* !. ~14!

The nutrient is diffusing and consumed by the bacteria:

]c

]t
5D¹2c2r cc%. ~15!

Equation~15! is discretized and solved on the same lattice as
cA andw.

C. Response to chemorepellent

Developed colonies of the vortex morphotype exhibit fas-
cinating patterns, which shows complex self-organization of
the vortices. Even the most complex patterns are not random
and inoculations under the same growth conditions lead to
reproducible observations. Clearly, a high level of regulatory
mechanisms must be operative during the colony develop-
ment, which must be capable of moving each vortex as a
single unit. Keeping again our notion of universality~the
existence of similar phenomena in other bacterial strains! we
propose that long range repulsive chemotaxis is the regulat-
ing mechanism.

Each of the stationary particles~or alternatively, bacteria
that have been exposed to low level of nutrients! produces a
diffusing repellent chemical at a fixed rate ofGR ,

]cR
]t

5DR¹2cR1GR%s2lRcR , ~16!

wherecR and %s denote the concentration of the repellent
and the density of the stationary bacteria, respectively, while
lR gives the decay rate. The effect of the chemical on the
movement of the bacteria is given by the rotor chemotaxis
~8! term coupled with the coefficientxR as

FIG. 9. In the same model as shown in Fig. 8, but for a different
value of the parameterm ~providing stronger velocity-velocity in-
teraction,m50.3), rotating rings develop in the simulations~a!.
This phenomenon was also reported in Ref.@19# ~b!.
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dvW i
dt

5m@^vW & i ,e2vW i #2nvW i1F
vW i
v i

2k¹W ~%1%s!

2
1

v i
vW i3@vW i3~xA¹W cA2xR¹W cR!#1zW . ~17!

To get realistic results from the simulations, only one ad-
ditional feature is needed: in the present stage of the model
the particles cannot leave the aggregates, in contrast with the
experiments where some~usually inactive but not sporu-
lated! bacteria are always left behind the vortices. In the
framework of the model this means thatnot all the bacteria
have the same sensitivity to the chemoregulators, some of
them must respond less to the gradients~e.g., because their
receptors are saturated or being in an inactive phase!. To
model this we assumed that in each time step particles‘‘turn
off’’ the receptors with a probability ofP0, and ‘‘turn on’’
with a probability ofP1. In this case sometimes groups of
particles leave the aggregates, move behind and form a
smaller new vortex, which may create a new side branch~see
Fig. 10!. The equations governing the full model are summa-
rized in Appendix B.

D. Increase of fitness

To understand the possible benefits of vortex formation,
let us investigate a vortex in a colony grown under diffusion-
limited conditions. As beyond the vortex~inside the colony!
the nutrient concentration is rather small~this plausible as-
sumption is supported also by the numerical results of our
model!, vortices are exposed to a nutrient field with a strong
gradient.

Our calculations~Appendix C! show that in this case the
rotation of the aggregates reduces theenergy dissipation rate
of the reproductive and sporulation processes, thus the whole
aggregate of bacteria can spend more energy to enhance the
speed of the propagation~e.g., by producing more lubrication

fluid!. Under diffusion-limited conditions the faster propaga-
tion increases the inflow of nutrients~hence the available
amount of energy!, thus increasing the fitness of the colony.

The strategy reducing the rate of multiplication and using
the energy for colonizing surfaces is not a unique feature of
vortex forming bacteria. In the case of swarmer strains simi-
lar behavior was reported@1#: the differentiated swarmer
cells are specialized to expand the colony, and many of their
metabolic pathways~including the multiplication processes!
are repressed.

Another possible benefit suggested by our model that can
balance the energy spent on maintaining the rotation is the
more efficient transport of the extracellular fluid inside the
vortices.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A generic phenomenological model for the collective mo-
tion of bacteria on a solid agar surface has been presented
based on a ferromagneticlike coupling of the velocities of
self-propelled particles. Numerical results showed that this
model can be completed with different biologically moti-
vated interactions to capture many of the experimentally ob-
served features in bacterial colonies, where self-organized
transport develops with spontaneous breaking of the rota-
tional or translational symmetry.

Based on this dynamics, a complex model has been con-
structed to explain both the hydrodynamics on the meso-
scopic level and the colony formation on the macroscopic
level. The minimal set ofmicroscopicinteractions we had to
consider is the following: ferromagneticlike coupling of the
velocities and a hard-core interaction~e.g., due to geometri-
cal constraints!; response to a ‘‘chemoattractant’’ to hold the
groups of bacteria together; nutrient consumption, multipli-
cation, and sporulation; extracellular slime production and
deposition; chemoregulation to control the motion of rafts
and vortices; and ‘‘diversity’’ of the population~parameters
providing that the particles are not completely equivalent!.
Thus, we cannot identify a single dominant effect being re-
sponsible for the observed behavior, but we have to deal with
a set of interactions, each of them having the same level of
importance. The schematic representation of the generic fea-
tures of the model is given in Fig. 11.

The question of therobustnessof the approach presented
arises in a natural way. First, the experimental data for vari-
ous external conditions and organization levels~ranging
from the possible microscopic interactions through the me-
soscopic flow field to features of the movement to colony
formation! yield strict constraints for the model. Moreover,
some of the generic features such as nutrient consumption,
multiplication, sporulation, and chemoregulation are success-
fully adopted in other models as well. Second, a broad range
of parameters yields the same behavior~we did not have to
perform a specific ‘‘fine tuning’’ to obtain the results pre-
sented! with similar insensitivity to the specific functional
form of the interactions. Thus, our results suggest the poten-
tial power of the generic modeling approach in understand-
ing complex biological systems.

One of the main messages of our work is that it is possible
to interpret the experimentally observed complex~sometimes

FIG. 10. Typical colony obtained from numerical simulations of
the model incorporating nutrient diffusion, reproduction, and sporu-
lation of bacteria, chemotactic regulation, velocity-velocity interac-
tion, and extracellular fluid deposition. The simulation is performed
in a 6003600 system with ca. 100 000 particles. In excellent agree-
ment with the experimental observations, the colony grows via ro-
tating droplets at the tips of the branches. Smaller vortices also
emerge inside the colony, sometimes giving rise to a new side
branch.
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puzzling! behavior of the ensemble of bacteria through
many-particle-type simulation incorporating realistic rules.
In our opinion, our approach is novel in the sense that the
more traditional simulations either~i! are based on much
simpler assumptions~aggregation, cellular automata, etc.! or
~ii ! involve biological details, but are numerically very dif-
ferent and their application to cases with complicated envi-
ronment or geometry is not feasible.
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APPENDIX A: IMAGE PROCESSING

To determine the velocity field of the colonies using the
consecutive frames of a video recording the following pro-
cedure was performed: First, to reduce the digitization noise,
we applied a simple high-frequency filter~smoothing! on the
images as

ht~ i , j !→ 1
9 (

21<m,n<1
ht~ i1m, j1n!, ~A1!

where we denoted the gray scale level of pixel (i , j ) on the
frame corresponding to timet by ht( i , j ).

To reconstruct the flow field from the digitized video
records, we tracked various small details on the consecutive
frames. Let us consider a small image of linear size 2L,
which was centered at (i 0 , j 0) at time t and moved to the
position (i , j ) on the frame corresponding tot1Dt. In this
case the velocityvW t( i 0 , j 0) at (i 0 , j 0) is given approximately
by @( i2 i 0)/Dt,( j2 j 0)/Dt#. To locate the selected image on
the new frame, we scan a window of linear size 2L over the

new frame and calculate its overlapdL with the original im-
age for each possible position (i , j ) as

dL
2~ i 0 , j 0 ,i , j !5 (

um,nu<L
@ht~ i 01m, j 01n!

2ht1Dt~ i1m, j1n!#2. ~A2!

The new location is identified as the position that givesmaxi-
mal overlap.

The efficiency of the method described above is sensitive
to bothDt andL. On one handL andDt should be small
enough to reduce the effects of the flow inhomogeneity and
the rotation of the image. On the other hand with increasing
L the traced image contains more information allowing
easier identification. The typical value ofL we used is 20.

APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

Variables describing the state of a model bacterium are as
follows: xW i , location; vW i , velocity; Ei , ‘‘internal energy’’;
si , amount of lubrication fluid carried;V i , state of activity.
V i50,1 represents states differing in the sensitivity to
chemotaxis, whileV i52 represents an inactive bacterium;
zW , white noise with an amplitude ofh.

Fields describing the environment are as follows:c(rW),
concentration of the growth limiting nutrient;cA(rW), concen-
tration of the emitted chemoattractant;cR(rW), concentration
of the chemorepellent;%(rW), density of the bacteria;%s(rW),
density of the spores;w(rW), amount of extracellular fluid
deposited.

Equations governing the dynamics of these variables are
as follows:

V i~ t11!5H V i~ t ! with probability 12PV i ~ t !

12V i~ t ! with probabilityPV i ~ t !

2 if Ei~ t !,0,
~B1!

xW i~ t1Dt !5H xW i~ t !1vW iDt if w~jW i !.W

xW i~ t !2vW iDt if w~jW i !<W,
~B2!

DvW i
Dt

5m@^vW & i ,e2vW i #2nvW i1F
vW i
v i

2k¹W ~%1%s!

2
1

v i
vW i3@vW i3~xA¹cA2xR¹cR!#1zW , ~B3!

DEi

Dt
5r cc2e2

Ei1e*

2
Q~Ei2E* !, ~B4!

Dsi
Dt

5Gs2T~jW i !
si

( jdjW i ,j
W
j
sj

2lssi , ~B5!

T~rW !5minS (
i

d rW,jW isi ,W82w~rW ! D , ~B6!

FIG. 11. Schematic flow diagram of the model. The solid and
dashed arrows indicate material transfer and regulatory connections,
respectively. The central rectangle represents the particles with in-
ternal parameters~filled boxes! and production of various chemicals
~filled circles!. The chemical concentration fields describe the envi-
ronment of the particle.
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Dc

Dt
5D¹2c2r cc%, ~B7!

DcR
Dt

5DR¹2cR2lRcR1GR%s , ~B8!

DcA
Dt

5DA¹2cA2lAcA1GA%, ~B9!

Dw~rW !

Dt
5T~rW !2lsw~rW !, ~B10!

whereQ(x) denotes the Heaviside function:Q(x)50 for
x<0 andQ(x)51 for x.0, andjW i denotes the lattice cell
containingxW i1vW iDt.

Coupling and rate coefficients are as follows:
D,DA ,DR , diffusion coefficients;lA ,lR ,ls, decay coeffi-
cients; r c , rate of nutrient consumption;GA ,GR ,Gs , emis-
sion rate of chemicals;m,n, friction coefficients;xA ,xR ,
sensitivity to the chemoregulators;F, driving force of the

bacteria;e, minimal rate of ‘‘internal energy’’ consumption;
e* , energy dissipation at division;E* , threshold for division;
W,W8, thresholds for extracellular fluid deposition; and
P0 ,P1, transition probabilities between states 0 and 1.

APPENDIX C: EFFECTS OF VORTEX FORMATION
ON MULTIPLICATION

To mimic a vortex aggregate in the diffusion-limited
colony, let us consider a disk of bacteria with a fixed radius
of R and fixed density%0 as

%~r ,f!5%0Q~R2r !, ~C1!

and a diffusing nutrient that is consumed by the bacteria
according to Eq.~16!. The presence of a nonzero gradient is
forced by the boundary condition for the nutrient concentra-
tion c:

c~R8,f!5c0
sinf11

2
, ~C2!

whereR8.R is the boundary of the field. If no bacteria were
present, this boundary condition would yield a stationary
field with a constant gradient:

c~r ,f!5c0
rsinf1R8

2R8
. ~C3!

Now let us focus on the reproduction of the bacteria. Ac-
cording to our model, bacteria divide when the ‘‘internal
energy’’ accumulated exceeds (E*1e* )/2, the amount of
energy loss at division. This condition determinesTi , the
time elapsed between two consecutive multiplication of the
i th bacterium in an implicit manner,

E*1e*

2
5crE

0

Ti
c„xW i~ t !…dt2Tie5Ti~r cc̄i2e!, ~C4!

where the overbar denotes averaging over the path of a given
particle during its ‘‘cell cycle’’: z̄i51/Ti*0

Tiz@xW i(t)#dt. Ex-
pressing the growth ratel i51/Ti yields

l i5
2

E*1e*
~r cc̄i2e!. ~C5!

If the rotation is fast compared toT ~being the case in both
the experiments and the simulations! then
c̄ i' Rc( r̄ i ,f)df, where the position of the particle is ex-
pressed in polar coordinates:xW i5(r i ,f i). We should com-
pare this situation with the case when rotation is missing:
c̄ i'c( r̄ i ,f̄ i).
Let us denote byP(l)dl the probability of finding a

particle with a growth rate in the interval@l,l1dl#. This
probability density can be calculated by relaxing numerically
Eq. ~16! with the boundary conditions~C2!. If c(r ,f) is
known, thenQ( c̄) ~the density distribution ofc̄) can be re-
lated toP(l) as

FIG. 12. Numerically calculated concentration field of the nutri-
ent in the neighborhood of a disk shaped group of bacteria~a! and
the calculatedQ( c̄) density function~b!. In the case of the rotating
vortex ~dashed line! the distribution is sharper yielding a reduced
dissipation of energy in comparison with the nonrotating case~solid
line!.
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P~l!dl5QS 2

E*1e*
~r cc̄i2e! D 2r c

E*1e*
dc̄. ~C6!

Figure 12~a! shows the calculated stationary concentration
field, and Fig. 12~b! shows the corresponding probability
densityQ( c̄) for both the rotating and nonrotating cases. As
we could expect, when the vortex is rotating the distribution
is sharper~there are less starving and fast reproducing bac-
teria! due to the averaging. This also means that a largere
~and a reduced total growth rate! can be maintained for the
bacteria forming the rotating disk.

The energy inflow (( i c̄i) is determined by the diffusion
of the nutrient, hence being the same in both cases consid-
ered. When the vortex is rotating therate of energy dissipa-
tion by multiplication e* *0

`P(l)dl5e* *e/r c
` Q( c̄)dc̄ is re-

duced: bacteria can spend more energy to enhance the speed
of the propagation of the group~e.g., by producing more
lubrication fluid!. The faster propagation—which was not
captured in this simple calculation—increases the inflow of
nutrients~hence the aviable amount of energy!, thus increas-
ing the fitness of the colony.
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